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~ , . , :O}. The results were compared with theoreti.cal 

,•~.t~hom; il".en btSa~to ~ Sch~~1: (11). ~--~:f.!_8; 
,r,~ory ot onentanon aue \O a•c .maw. w .. ,,. ,..._v,_._,'"' ..... 

'ly Schwarz, Saito,• and Schwan (12). Saito, _Schw!ln, 

c1nd Schwarz {13) provided a theoey of the orientation 

of biological particl~s by a-c fields~ 1966. . · 

All uperimen\al work so far, with the ex<;epbon of 

that done by Sher (10}, is not sufficiently. quantitative 

to be suitable for a check against theory. However, 

. Sher's data permit comparison and agree with t~e 

theory of pearl-cbain formation developed by Saito 

;.md Schwan {ll). The theory of orientation given by 

Saito, Schwan, and Schwan: 03) predicts that "turn

over" of field-oriented .micro--organisms from one di

rection to another occurs in the high MHz range. This 

was ind~ observed by Heller et al., (7, 8). However, 

their data are not specific enough to pei;mit a precise 

·quantitative comparison. More experimental work is 

, needed to check fully the orientation theory, even 

though there appears to be little doubt that the con-,. 

siderations of potential energy by Saito, Schwan, and 

Sehwarz 03) are .applicable. 

While the response of particles to nonuniform 

fields is an apparent digression from pearl-chain for

mation and orientation, both demonstrable in uniform 

applied fields, it is mentioned here since the individual 

particles of a pearl-chain do experience nonuniform 

fields, even when the applied field is uniform. The 

Iesponse of particles to nonuniform fields has been 

the subject of many investigations. Thus, Debye has 

proposed a "molecular centrifuge" (14), and separa

tion of biological cells has been achieved by Pohl and 

Hawk (15) by application of nonhomogeneous fields. 

The existence of this force and its description for a 

spherical particle in a d-c field is well-known (16). 

More recently, Saito and Schwan (11), using the re

sults of Schwarz 07), have shown that pearl-chain 

formation for complex dielectric media in an a-c field 

ean be described very well by considering each particle 

. of a representative particle pair to be acted upon by / 

the (nonuniform) induced dipole field of its, partner.

1 A minimization of their combined potential energy 

results when the particles are brought to tangency 

with their line of centers parallel to the field. Pearl-1 

chain formation can thus be considered to be the re

sult of the applied uniform field or, with greater in-

1

· 

sight, the result of the induced nonuniform fields. The 

force on single complex dielectric particles in a com

plex dielectric medium under the influence of an a-c1 

field has been very recently derived and discussed by 

Sher (2), again basing the derivation on the funda

mental work of Schwarz (17). 

Pearl-Chain Formation and Orientation / 

It has been our hypothesis that the above-mentioneq 

effects are manifestations of field-induced forces. W~ 

have developed appropriate theoretical concepts b)J 

applying potential theory and, in some cases, hav, 

conducted experimental work to check the theory. Our 

group, . H. P. Schwan, L. D. Sher, M. Saito, and G/. 
Schwarz, has· concentrated on three problem are~ 

which will be described in some detail: Pearl-chain 

formation and its threshold; time constants of pearlr 

chain formation; and orientation phenomena and their 

threshold. 
j 

Pearl-chain formation and its 'threshold.-Pearp 

chain formation is the result of attractive forces 

between induced dipoles on neighboring particles (18). 

A demonstration of this effect is shown in Fig. 2 oo>. 
Equivalently, it can be considered to occur because. fn 
an electric field, the combined electric potential energy 1 

of two particles diminishes with their separation and 

because any system will move toward that state whete 

its potential energy is minimized. The mathematidal . , 

treatment of the phenomenon of pearl-chllin fo~

tion (11) considers the interaction of two sph.err· 1
al 

particles of complex dielectric constant ~ and ra 

.R in a medium of complex dielectric constant ct un er 

the influence of an allernatins field Eo- <• = ., - •"• , 
t 
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Fig. ·2. DemollS?nltion of pearl-chain fonttation with . •ed blood 

cells i~ soline. Field strengtk is SO •/cm. 

wher,b I is the real dielectric constant and E" is elec

trica~, conductivity/angular frequency.) PeJrI-chain 

formiation succeeds if the ordering forces, which 

yield a minimization of potential energy, are greater 

than~· the randomizing forces due to Brownian motion. 

Thu , one anticipates that pearl-chain formation will 

occu, if the change in potential energy d,_.e to the 

particle alignment is greater than kT, i.e. if 
I 

. I 

! [ El - Ej )2 
. 12'R3Eo'• > kT 

f:l + 2e2 

' [1] 

wh~re l2 is the real dielectric constant of· the sus

pen~ing phase. In fact, it is found. theoretically that 

ther term _ on the left must be about 9X la'rger then 

kT for pearl chains to be observable. Exact nlimerically 

eva,uated solutions for the minimal, or threshold, 

field strength needed to cause pearl chains to form 

ha"ie been obtained if the particles are either perfect 

co~euctors, perfect dielectrics, or complex !dielectrics 

wi'I" any particular set of specified param~ters (11). 

Th~ most general case of complex dielectric constants 

yields a useful simple closed-form solution (Eq. [2]) if 

,thtit problem is treated as a dipole-dipole interaction 

-ph~nomenon, even though the perturbatioq of a field 

byJ a sphere is no longer precisely described by a 

dipole if there is another sphere in the neighborhood. 

for the steady-state case, i.e. after the electrical field 

, ha~ been applied for a time which is larger than the 

't~e constants characteristic of the procef1s of pearl

cHain formation (see next section), the following con-

cltisions have been derived: ' 

/1. At frequencies for which c1 ~ ,·1 and ,2 - e'2, the 

t~reshold value of field strength causing pearl-ctiain 

f~r~ation is relatiyely insensitive to chan~.;s ,:.i .. the 

particle concentration but changes rapidly with the 

ry~I dielectric constant ratio, e'1/t'2, of particle and 

flrid. If the particle's complex dielectric constant be

cpmes identical with that of its environment, the par:

t,cles cease to be distinguished electrically, and, hence, 

pearl-chain formation becomes impossible. Thus· 

~th • oo as •1 • e2 (Fig. 3). 

2. No frequency dependence for the threshold rf 

~eld str~ngth is_ found in the case where:particle and 

s\lSpendmg medium have frequency-independent elec

trical parameters and where either conductive or ca

pacitive currents predoniinate over the frequency 

~nge of interest. This may be recognized from Eq. [21 

r,hich gives the threshold field strength tlh for pearl

chain formation in complex dielectric media 

I •1 + 2ei 1 [, /l?r 
Etb=l.'IR-U · y-, 

I· •1-«1 f!'l 

[2) 

Reduction of this general equation to t~e case where 

the particle and medium properties ar• purely con

!ductive or purely dielectric yields eq~ations which 
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fig. 3. Threshold field stre119th Eu, nteessory to cause pearl

chain foffflCltio11 as a f11nction of the ratio of real dielec:tric con

ttants, if suspendfd partidH {5ubscript l) and suspending medium 

(subscript 2) are pure dietec:tric:s. Notation: - - -- exact ,alue, 

- dipole approximation, - · - - · - asymptote for all cunes 

at the point whete , 1 =lt, The ordinate is linear and is propor

tional to f·\ll, A particle c;onc;entration of l.6% (v/v) was assumed. 

predict a frequency-independent threshold value. For 

example, let us neglect e'1 and E'2 which corresponds to 

the experimental conditions in Fig. 4 (£1' < Et" due to 

surface conductance). Then Eq. (2] reduces to Eq. 

[3] 
... J---rff 

Eth = 3.4R-l.5 y -
e'z 

[3] 

which is independent of frequency, a prediction con

firmed experimentally (Fig. 4). The theoretically pre

dicted size dependence of the threshold field strength 

has also been experimentally confirmed (Fig. 5). 

Time constants of pearl-chain formation.-,-A theory 

of the transient behavior of pearl-chain formation has 

been developed. While a complete theory of the speed 

with which pearl-chains form is difficult, it has been 

possible to calculate the time constant T if the field 

strength is at or near zero (in which case T measures 

the break-up time) or is large in comparison with the 

threshold value Etll (in which case T measures the 
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F~. 4. Expe,itwental threshold field strength YOIMs for pearl. 
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of tboto 10lues is indicotecl MNI by a dotted lillO ood ia Fig. S by 

tb dcto point and bar 11V11Sllorod "2." Fluctutioa of data indi

cates thl, expcrimoatal · difficulty of obtoia~ pncic tflteshold 
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PARTICLE DIAMETER II') 

: 
fig. S. T~reshold held strength for pearl-c;ho1n formation vs. 

port1de sii:ej, Experimental measurements en fi,e different part-icle 

susp~nsions I are shown: 1: 0.6 ± 0, 1/L silicone globules) 2: 

1.171-' polystyrene · spheres; 3: E. coli bacteria; 4: 2.3 ± I0.311 

silicpne globules; and S: human erythrocytes. All suspension* are 

in a

1

~ueous_ ~-edia. Vertical bars inditote standard deviations except 

for ~ in w~ich tl-.ey indicate the data spread of two (difficult) 

m~afurements. Where the Ettl 'had a frequency dependence) the 

,al~ plott~d here were the high-frequency limit ,alues. Th~ line 

is the theoretical predidion using the dipole approximation (Eq. 

[2]r ot its ~igh-frequency limit (where E-+ t'). I 

forr.1atiod time). Thus two solutions for small lancl 

high val~es are obtained which, if taken together, in

diqate the over-all field strength dependence of the 

time req,uired for pearl chains to form or break up (9). 

Tt¥ th,eo~y yields the following conclusions: , 

1. The I time constants which characterize how I fast 

pe~rl-chain formation occurs are proportional to the 

cu~ of the radius. For E = 0, they are of the order · 

of l sec for particles of the order of lµ in radius'. For 

pa ticles j- of several microns, the time constants be

co~e _as ,large as minutes and experimental measure- 1 -

m nts of1 the time constants are difficult for such par-

ti les. i -

i
. The/time constants are not strongly dependent on 

th field strength when it is small. They are inve-rsely 

p porti~nal to the square of the field strength y.,hen . 

it s large. The transition between the two regions oc

c~rs ne~r the threshold field-strength value of pearl

cHain fopnation (Fig. 6). It is apparent from Fig. 6 

t~at apijropriately applied pulse trains of high I peak '., ' -

ftJld str~ngth can cause pearl-chain formation [even 

ttjough the time average of the field strength applied 

~/less tHan that needed in the case of continuous fields. 

To what extent this fact may be utilized to affect 

b~ological structu1·es and their function has not yet ' 

b~n stu~lied intensively. ' 

/3. However, when the pulse repetition rate is much 

greater 1than the reciprocal of the time constant, the 

P?lsed applied field is as effective as is expected i from 

ite root )mean square value. Personnel hazards due to ,1 

t~ssue h~ating in a radar beam become pronounced at 

fi~ld-str,ength values smaller than those requir$1 for l 
Pflarl-cijain formation for particles smaller than about 

2~,a in diameter. Thus, with the quaillication no~ed -in 

paragra:S,h 2 above, pearl-chain formation is not likely 

tp be 11: biological hazard due to microwave iqadia-

tion (9). - · 

~

Ori~1tation phenomena and their threahold.J.Posi

t ons o sta_ bility of nonspherical parti<:les in an rif field 

. ere s udied theoretically, using a fundamenta~ der-

r~ion: of Schwarz (17), which gives the_ potential 

nergy / of a complex dielectric body in an · a-d field. 
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Fig. 6. Field strength dependence of the time constont of pe1I• 
d,ain tormotion. The inclined dashed Jine indicates the T cc E z 

behavior which is approached if E is 'larger thun the thresh Id 

field strength for pearl-chain formation. 

The potential energy of a nonspherical particle of coi

plex dielectric constant in a medium of another com

plex dielectric constant is found to be a function /of 

frequency, applied field strength,. and orientation . of 

the particle. If the particle is free' to rotate .• then, las 

the frequency is varied, the particle will rotate frl>m 

one direction to another in order to maintain a stat~ of , 

minimum potential energy (Fig. 7). A general ellipsoid' 

can assume three possible orientations in the fifld, 

while a prolate or oblate spheroid can assume o.-ily 

two, the axis being parallel or perpendicular to ~he 

field direction. The transition from one to the other· 

orientation, or "turnover," depends on the frequehcy: 

and complex dielectric constants of the particle and /the 

suspending medium. : 

Ellipsoidal particles with and without a shell v/'ere 

,treated as special cases. For ellipsoidal particles 'lf,ith 

parameters of biological interest, the change in or~en-, 

tation with frequency is in the region of 1-100 MHz; 

I~ the case where the field intensity is not sufficieetly 

high, the turnover may be blurred by Brownian 
1
mo

tion. The threshold field strength necessary to c~use 

a well-defined orientation is usually less than, but oJ 

the same order of magnitude as, the threshold! 'for 

pearl-chain formation (Fig. 8). When both thres~olds 

are exceeded, both phenomena occur simultaneously. 

POTENTIAL. 
ENERGY OU£ TO 

ORIENTATION 

IN THE FIELD 
.,,-;:;,.,,t::,,,,,,,.·.:-_________ _ 

"'' /' 
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I I 
1 Mc 100 Mc FREQUENCY / · / 

Fi9. 7. Each of the curves shown is t111 potential ene11y Jn. tre-i 

que~cy) of on ellipsoid, Olle of whoi;e three OHS is artific~lly9·on-' 

st,a111ed t11 be parallel to the field directioa. Th particle/ will 'fa 

tote from one direction to another at the frequencies when'!' c 

intersect, en indicated by orroft (see text). . , 
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OS$ess o highly frequency-dependent complex dielectric constant 
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1

1 Biological Implications and Conclusions 

' Biological implications include the possibility of non-

/

. thermal. effects of biological significance. A phenome

non, which has been reported by several authors is the 

:direct auditory sensation experienced by perso~s ex-

I 
posed to pulsed microwave beams. It appears to be 

. 
rel~ted t~ field-evoked f. orces ( 19, 20). The possibility 

of inducing chromosomal aberrations has been ob

. served (21), but further work appears desirable. 

/ In conclusion, we wish to state that nonpulsed a-c 

! fields are not likely to be biologically significant as a 

' r~sult of nonthermal effects, but that it may be pos-

sible to evoke nonthermal biological effects with ap

propriately designed pulsed fields.: 
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Chemical Behavior of .the : Cohiponents of the I 

KCN/KAu(CN), Ete.ctropl ti~g, System 

H. Graham Silver• 

Bell Telepho,ie Laboratories,Jncorporated, eading, Pennsylvania 
. . ' 

TQe chemical reactions occur!!;T:~: · aqieous solutions of ~otassium 

cyanide, potassium cyanid. e and met. allic gold, otassium gold cyanide, and 

mixtures of these compounds with potassium hY roxide have been examined. 

It was determined that aqueous potassium cy~nide solutions are unstable 

to water and ajr, The major reaction products f<?rmed were the formate and 

carbonate ions which increased in concentrati~_n with time. This increase, 

which was temperature dependent, was accompanied by a corresponding de

crease in the cyanide ion concentration. Analyse~ confirmed that gold would 

dissolve, to any extent, only in those aqueous po~assium cyanide solutions ex

posed to air. The reactions of potassium, cyanide with water and oxy~en 

within solutions of potassium cyanide and rrie~allic gold· produced similar 

products to those found in pure,1>otassium cyanide solutions. 

The addition of potassium hydroxide in conce~trations greater than -0.lM 

to aqueous potassium cyanide solutions depressed the rate of hydrolysis of , 

potassium cyanide. However, concentrations Jaif in excess of lM potassium , 

hydroxide would be necessary to prevent . the. formation of formate ion com- . 

pletely. Analyses confirmed that aqueous potassh,!m gold cyanide solutions are 

very stable to heat, high concentrations of,hydroxide ion and atmospheric 

oxygen, and show no detectable signs of decompqsition. The solutions are like- •· 

wise stable to acid at room temperature down tio a pH of ~4.5, below which " 

a slow decomposition to insoluble gold cyanide occurs. At pH 1, aqueous , 

potassium go~d cyanide ~luti~ns remain stal?le /indefiru,tely at a. temperature" 

1

1 

of 1 °C. In mixtures of potassium gold cyanide, potassuun cyanide, and po- , 

tassium hydroxide, which are typical electroplating solution components, the 

stability of potassium gold cyanide was apparently unaffected. The reactions 

of potassium cyanide with water and oxygen "fithiri these mixtures gave no .· f 

other products but those detected in a ill pur~/ fotassium cyanide solution., 1 

Pota~ium hydroxide merely decreased the ra.te't hydrolysis of the potassium I 

cyanide. , •.; ·. , . -

1

,, 

. · Activated charcoal treatment of the cyanide. solutions did not remove any, 

ot the ionic products of decomposition. , , , . , 

Foy many yeana, extensive ~• has b~ ~••• of ihe ,,.;(.. the basic mechan;s~ of gold• elect,odeJoS;t;on 

cyanide-type gold electroplating bath withm the elec- and, hrnce, the latter, remains more.,of an art ,than a 

tronics industry for processing a wide variety of com- . scienc,. · ' f ' ·. . 

pon~nts, devices, and circuitry. Much empirical infor- . I.tis/apparent that, in order to rel~te the bath com- '~·' 

mation has ~ accumulated and used to control the position with the observable characteristics ,'of the 

many. variables associated with the composition and depoil* and to establish appropriate techniques /of con- , · 

. performance of such baths. trol, 8!11 understanding of the basic mechanism rof gold 

For example, it is observed that variations in the el~tr~deposition during electrolysis is desirable; ~, 

brightness, porosity, hardness, impurity, and gas con- As 'a first step in the solution of this probletjl, there 

tent of the gold electrodeposit depend on the plating is ·a nted to explore the inherent behavior of the elec- ,. 

bath composition, the nature of the bath additives, the tropl8iting solution constituents. Some of the first 

current density, stirr.ing rate, the temperature of the papers on the chemical reactions,, occurring; within 

bath, and the f\nal treatments of the material to be · aqu~s solutions of potassium cyanide are those of 

coated prior to immersion in the plating bath. How- , ;Wick.\O) and Angles et al. (2), who report onithe de

ever, this information has not been adequate to con- · comwsition of cyanides in · plating solutio~. Their , 

sisten. t.ly secure gold deposits with reproducible char- .an.aly;
1 
es detect substan.tial . quantities of ca.-.bonate .• 

acteristics, which are essential to electron device ap- fonn te; and cyanate ions together with minor amounts 

plications. · iof ur a and ammonia within the plating solutions. ,, 

Although there is a great deal of the above empkic:al : :ACfordingly,, a careful re-examination of th~ chemi-

data avaihble and although, 4!ach. , year, rmany patents ,ca. l· !~-actions o ... ccurring ~ithin aqi:ieou~ solu~ons .. of 

are granted for new or unique plating bath composi- ,11)C?taJium cyanide, potassium gold cyarude, apd JTllX• 

tions and for irn.proved techniques .of; gold electro- ;t1;1resfnof these compounds with poifassium hy;dro:xide, 

deposition, surprisingly enough, very little is known has und~en. '. : 
. . . I 

1 PN11111t addrtu: Oenerat Tekphone ,c ~ Laboratot~• 1 · · Experimental , / 

1~=: ~:;!~~f ~:e!i.ectroptat1n,: ey.,;tde ckcom• , '~T elve Pyrex reaction ves.se~. ea~h intaining 

poc1~n. · 200 _ 20g KCN (DuPont. 98.0% minimum pur ty) dis-
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